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This book lists the various prayers and rituals involved in the practice of spiritual work within the cult

of the Santa Muerte. Within are over 70 prayers and rituals, all in English, for love, prosperity,

health, and revenge. This is the first book of it's kind in English to contain this many rituals and

prayers to the Santa Muerte for the English speaking world.
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A very nice collection of rituals and prayers to have handy on Santisima Muerte's altar. Different

versions and uses of a few of the same prayers, no wasting space with intros of history or false

media-influenced rubbish about her, just the usable workings. As a rootworker myself for many

years, this is a nice collection to have written by someone who has experience and techniques in

many different workings and shares his knowledge on YouTube readily. And, like myself, being a

self-published author it is always nice to see and support those efforts, especially when the

information is no-nonsense and pertinent to the issue of what you're looking for in a book.

I have only been able to browse through the book because I am a beginner to the path of devotee to

La Santa Muerte and don't want to ask her for anything so quickly. However, whenever I am ready

this is definitely going to be my go-to-book for and work with La Santa Muerte. Very easy to

understand without a lot of complicated requirements. Thank you. I give five stars to both of your

books as I have this one and your book on altars for her. Blessings and thanks!

This book is not for the faint of heart! It has great recipes and spell work ranging from love, to how to



get someone out of jail, to enemy works! Very traditional and informative! A definite must have for

everyone, of any level, who wish to work with the Skinny Girl.

Great book with a lot of information. The author is very informed and knows what he is speaking of.

The only complaint is the many typos... you may need to re-read somethings to understand what

the author meant.

I bought this book because it caught my attention and interest. I myself found out doing genealogy

that I have a heavy Spanish background. And I'm also adventuring different cultures and religions.

Looks like a pretty good book.

This is a truly amazing book. Everything you need to know about the Santisima Muerte is

meticulously documented in a very easy to understand way. All of the proper prayers and secrets of

working with the Santisima Muerte are finally here in one very easy to read book. Even if you

already have all of the other books about Santa Muerte - trust me, you really need to get this book.
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